Is 'friction' the right kind of label for this?

Here's a nice philosophical
piece on friction and
smoothness:
https://www.eurozine.com/
friction-and-the-aestheticsof-the-smooth/ [Jelle]

https://twitter.com/shituserstory

interaction
treacle

ah yeah how does
this relate to
slow design

Uses generation task

Theory generation task
Exemplar generation task
a nudge. See: https://www.google.com/url?
q=https://drive.google.com/ﬁle/d/1YOJVY3vgSxO5LYyv99FExhaIZcVJrHBI/view?
usp%3Dsharing&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1619579203739000&usg=AFQjCNGXu-

game
mechanics

A Special Interest Group on Designed and Engineered Friction in Interaction

Organisers:
Sandy Gould, Lewis Chuang, Jo Iacovides,
Diego Garaialde, Marta Cecchinato, Ben Cowan, Anna Cox

Why are we running a SIG?
There is an increasing interest in the 'externalities' of interactions
(see, e.g., HCI work on dark patterns or gambling).
It's good talk about the bad stuﬀ, but also about what we can do
about it.
How do we develop interactions that help people so that their
interactions with technology ﬁt with their attitudes, priorities and
goals?
Adding friction to interactions might help do this.
But we've found friction to be a very slippery concept!
We wanted to think more about it with colleagues who might have
diﬀerent perspectives!

Planning tasks, goals, diaries on
paper.
The process slows you down you have to copy out formats
and tasks repeatedly, and this
makes you reﬂect on goals and
your way of organising yourself
{DTB}

There's lots in the programme this year mentioning dark patterns if you're keen to learn
more.

The book
also creates
a ritual of
course

Yes. The term boosting is sometimes used to refer to 'nudging to think' rather than
'nudging into a direction but arent dark pattern "designed to harm people"?
nudges not necessarily have to ﬁll this deﬁnition

Not having the
apps on your
phone but
having to go to
the browser.

speed
bumps

My coﬀee being in
the kitchen while I
am sitting in a
diﬀerent room
Jelle]

Games, Puzzles, Immersion,
Materiality

Lewis: I'd like to hear a bit
more about this example.
Perhaps related to games: Any design
choice in an "immersive" environment
which draws attention to the material
properties of representation (and its
aﬀordances). Acts against immersion,
and encourages reﬂlection on the
circumstances, more detached
engagement? [DTB]

freemium games
that make you
wait... or buy
gems etc. to keep
playing right now

I agree with Lewis.
Puzzles in
Adventure games
is a classic
example.
Some MMORPGs
reward time away from
the game. They also
discourage long play
times by presenting
messages to the player
[WT].

MS Teams asks you if you
want to send a message to
a colleague who's got an
'out of oﬃce' [CA]

'seamful' designs for
teaching how technologies
work.

Forced waiting
time before
decision can
be made

iPhone Bedtime
feature makes it
harder to unlock
screen [Carlos]

building a
website with
html instead of
using a social
media page

scheduling messages
to go out (esp. when
they're going out to a
large number of
people) to give you a
chance to check
again/ﬁx changes

captcha
code
tasks

yes! ^ as support for
agency in apps . Olaf
Bertelsen talks about
"metonyms" in musical
instrument design, which
oﬀer hooks for material
agency, beyond the
designed "metaphors"
[DTB]
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Clunky
computers and
unresponsive
mouse/interface
[JB]

Hard frictions
like SelfControl
on a Mac to
change ones
behaviour

Using the "SGSecure" app
in Singapore - the app is
very quick to check in
(requirement for entering
places) and instantly checks
in after scanning a QR
code. Without using the
app (on browser) there are
multiple steps to check in

I think it ignores the fact that
there isn't a switch in the brain
between system 1 and 2. So we
likely apply both systems to
some extent simultaneosly (we
may think about one part of an
interface but use heuristics to
judge other parts)

Concept
of ﬂow

Retyping
repository
name to delete
it on GitHub

Even though GDPR states
that accepting all tracking
should be as easy as
rejecting all tracking, most
sites will add the friction of
having to click the more
options button.

Trying to
cancel
subscriptions
to services

Frustration to
cause user's
to desist in
an attempt.

typing one's
new password
twice and not
allowing copying
and pasting

i feel like at
least one of
the nielsen
heuristics was
about friction

Discplines to
learn fromarchitecture
/retailing?

Supermarket Layout Inﬂuencing
purchases

I think many heuristics
and design guidelines
are implicitly arguing
against friction (focus
on eﬃciency, smooth,
intuitive) - they need to
be revisited

Cookies: Making the
contrast bigger to
accept all cookies while
minimising (or
generally making it
hard) to only accept the
necessary cookies

related: challenging
literature. complex
writing styles
prompt diﬀerent
experiences than
more accessible
writing

muscle
memory

bringing eﬀort from
physical world into
digital world:
clunkiness by design:
having to print form,
sign, scan and upload
to make it a real act

Do we always want
to break habit. Isn't
the point (often) to
also create new
good behaviour
[DTB]

In tension with this associations of reﬂection,
or caution created in an
environment may be quite
sticky in creating positive
good habits (or rituals)
[DTB]

varied frictions for
important things,
so that the friction
doesnt become
automatic/habitu
al

Placeaﬀordances,
and behavior
settings [Jelle]

Frictions giving
an insight into
mental models

mental
model
research?

Designing
of rituals
Habituation as an
enemy of friction?
After x times,
friction ineﬀective
--> Habituation
theory

so the frictions
would have to
appear only
intermittenly, or
change, to resist
habit formation

I am thinking of Wang et al.
"Privacy nudges for social
media: An exploratory
facebook study" where
they demonstrated very
positive use of nudges in
social media.

Agency
seems
key issue
I'd like to be
notiﬁed when
an app is
picking up my
microphone

When an app
is using the
front camera
to track my
eyes

Are there any tasks that
are not 'proceduralisable'?
Is there a theoretical
account?

ﬁrst and
second order
desire (harry
frankfurt)

Who wrote this? Yes Frankfurt!

Ursula Franklin on holistic
vs prescriptive technologies
gets at this a bit. e.g. She
describes education as not
proceduralisable

Routes to
friction without
reﬂection
(embodied
friction) {Jelle]

https://www.goodreads.co
m/book/show/1291973.The
_Real_World_of_Technology

how to measure
eﬀects of friction
(e.g., measure
deliberation,
reﬂection,
intent...)
Meacham and Prado point to
measures of coupling between
user and tool as a possible
measure of friction in some
cases, and we began to build on
this [DTB]
https://psyarxiv.com/tq53k/
https://link.springer.com/article/
10.1007/s11569-018-0325-x

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/ce/Cognitive_Bias_Codex_With_Deﬁnitions%2C_an_Extension_of_the_
work_of_John_Manoogian_by_Brian_Morrissette.jpg/4096pxCognitive_Bias_Codex_With_Deﬁnitions%2C_an_Extension_of_the_work_of_John_Manoogian_by_Brian_Morrissette.jpg

Are design frictions a
section of asymmetric
paternalism? Or are
there any example in
this regards or does it
depend on the goal?

At the risk of being
obvious, modulating
information can assist
in content moderation
and prevent / reduce
potential for abuse

Challenge
'mindless'
behaviour?
Friction between users
can help users manage
their cognitive load

Negative
intent- nudge
vs dark
patterns

Unintentional
consequences of a set
of good intention (or
seemingly good
intention) nudges
leading to a dark
pattern.

We have to make sure
that people don't get
numb towards certain
frictions over time

What is friction used
for? The steer
*behaviour* or to
help people *think*
(System 2)?

When rating a
worker through an
app e.g., Uber Eats.
Could there be a
prompt to reﬂect on
how you rate people

Giving user
choice
about
frictions

Giving user
choice
about
frictions

Re: GDPR. Here is a project from
the BBC about how to let people
control the use of their data and
understand what data they are
handing over...
Personal Data Stewardship:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/rd/blog/2
020-09-personal-data-storeprivacy-services

I manage the notiﬁcations
in my iPhone so I only get
notiﬁcations on very
important things.
I often miss important
things on mured apps as a
result

When I'm suck
into the
twitterverse and
have been
mindless scrolling
for too long.

Getting used to
frictions may lead to
them becoming
redundant.

Frictions beyond
"are you sure?"
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big
medical
decisions?

I keep my iPhone and
iPad on permanent 'Do
not disturb' I don't like
my devices vibrating or
beeping. I ﬁnd it very
distracting. Not sure
this is a friction though

getting to deeper
reﬂections

How can
design friction
promote tasktransition?
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Frictions as
a design
probe
paternalistic
friction?

1

Labour structures that
remove decision-making
agency from workers (they
follow manager's
instructions)

classical music
played while
being in queue
for a phone
call

also wendy mackay
had a paper on how
Air traﬃc controllers
were creating
diﬃcult situations
for themselves to
learn from.

Valuesensitive
design

Friction can also be
in the *content* of
the interface, not
necessarily the
interface itself (e.g.
Vasalou et al., 2012)

Divisions of labour
(Braverman etc.)

delaying send
emails by
10mins or
schedule send

there's old psych literature
on pilots, how they
purposefully dont use autopilot for things, so that they
learn to do things betetr.

But other
principles
beneﬁt from
friction

Privacy
paradox

Also used in Theatre
and architecture
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links to
sustainability

Transition between
sections or diﬀerent
experiences

Any why is my
microphone being
picked up? Do I
have the option to
say 'no'

Privacy
calculus (in
context of
privacy
decisions)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/s
cience/article/pii/S095741741200
2205?
casa_token=U7taCqG61N4AAAA
A:OWg4GpCiDbAfnbRFLF03krBN
eHakwKh6X216gNIgRX_u5RrCAp
EioqbaBnNwgIxmzpDEvLGgc_k

when does
friction stop
people using
apps? (poor
UX)

DIY, making,
repair
communities

When the
committed action
caused by
impulse does not
represent the
long term strategy

there's a need to
assign values to
some types of
actions over
others. Who
decides?

1

Privacy
based
interactions

alternatives to
consumption

1

no wiﬁ on
computer
(more than
friction, makes
it impossible)

<---this is interesting. There
seems to be an important
diﬀerence between
"blocking" an option vs.
making it less easy to
reach. [Jelle]

My partner says
"Netﬂix is
judging me"
when this
friction appears

"Are you sure?"
dialog- seems to
relate to safety
aspects of
usability/stopping
users making errors

I think there's a move
towards discussing it in
terms of processes
rather than systems,
which focuses more on
the outcomes rather
than the systems.

https://doi.org/10.1145/1166253.1166280
is it good friction when you
see interaction shadows..
im thinking that interactino
where you could see a
green fading history of
your interactions for a few
seconds. so you know
*what* you did, even if it
doesnt stop you doing it

is... it a design friction
when websites add e.g.
quing to handle sheer load
of users? i saw this a lot
during the pandemic. ie
friction for the websites
beneﬁt, not for the users
beneﬁt
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I'm a fan of the
"Demanding by Design"
paper by Ryan Kelly et al so
I'm curious about what
comes out of this SIG :)
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1
145/2998181.2998184

(e.g. arduino forces one to
learn technical concepts
diﬀerently than many
coding tools)
though not deliberate,
old ("bad") interfaces
can do this well

Detection of tired
drivers in cars e.g.
through eyetracking Attention checks
to ensure safetey

Here's our previous attempt at
trying to pin down this concept
http://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/1
30554/1/Design_Frictions_CHI20
16LBW.pdf

Apple watch water
mode - does not
allow use unless
water is ejected
from the device's
speakers [WT]

using
interruptions in
TV to check
people are still
engaged/still
watching

Kahneman for example is very clear that
these are not real systems (though imo
he often treats them as *real* systems)
But We often say e.g. "The System 1 part
of our brain" Are there any ways this
brings unclarity? [DTB]

Time/delaying/breaking up is
crucial. Consider getting an
operation, or even abortion. This
is not something you can do
immediately - there are
deliberate slow processes across
multiple days to make sure you
have thought about it

Unintentional
consequences of
a set of good
intention nudges
leading to a dark
pattern.

aﬀordances.docx

Is there a theoretical problem with some
of our reiﬁed talk about System 1 and
System 2?
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Friction in computer
games? (pleasant and
necessary, maybe we can
learn from it?)

Dramatic friction in games :
similar to Brechtian
theatre. You block an
obvious emotional
identiﬁcation, or make it
too large to provoke a
diﬀerent level of reﬂection.
[DTB]

Using
interruptions in
TV to increase
interest and keep
people hooked to
the show

https://emergentinteraction.github.io/assets/ﬁelds_of_

Slow
design

Adding a
minigame
while waiting
to enter a
video call

Degree of
frictionbarrier, hurdle,
where are you
feeding it in?

Also related - a paper by Jelle

Relatedly - dynamical and ecological
approaches sometimes seem better
ﬁtted to experience here (for what this is
worth) in that they encourage an
emphasis on process. A shift in attractors
of the system's behaviour as in
Freeman's account of Rabbit scent
sensing [DTB]
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/1
0.1111/j.1469-8986.1982.tb02598.x

forced? Or not having a choice.

There are
physiological activity
associated with
making errors e.g.,
error-related
negativity (EEG/ERP)

information retrieval - relevance deedback is
never used by users (becaause of friction)
even though it would be better for them to do
so https://repository.lboro.ac.uk/articles/thesis
/Predicting_the_utility_of_feedback_judgement
s_using_cognitive_load_theory/9415013/1

Good use?

https://psyarxiv.com/tq53k/

provocotypes

Attractors
that aim to
get
attention

Is friction
really the
right word?
e-voting? normally
you can think on
your way to the
voting booth

Language as a
barrier/friction
point

https://escholarship.org/uc/item/99t0j5vf

Even in forcing... there is forcing with consent vs. Not knowing you are being

those apps that
you can ask to
lock you out of
the internet for
X hours (Max)

writing down
food before
eating it / diet
apps

getting married is
an example from
the physical world
where one has
forced waiting
time

Good theory?

between states has been tied to measurable features

the system or not. Power relationships are fundamental here

http://bjoernkarm
ann.dk/project_ali
as
(Add-on for
Google Home
speaker)

when turning on an
appliance, being asked
if you want to start it
now or would be happy
for it to run later (e.g.
when energy would be
greener) [Rowanne]

Good example?

diﬃcult to link to mechanism. In recent work this shift

Also, paternalism is something that really depends on if I choose to engage with

Writing/ Drawing/ Copying

Dark patterns are interactions designed to get people to behave in ways that the designer
wants, rather than in a way that aligns with a users' goals. Are these the opposite of a design
friction?

also like the phenomenological idea of a task/tool

It has the beneﬁt of not proposing "systems" which are

of behaviour

moodle gives you a
30min edit period
on new
announcements.
you have to do the
extra interactions to
'post now' (Max)

Deliberately
ambiguous /
vague content
(Vasalou et al.,
2015)

Dark patterns

on encountering friction. Obviously System 1/2 but I

hand in disrupted use - the latter being more reﬂective.

reﬂect” right? In terms of paternalism
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I have an open PhD
position at Radboud
University about this kind
of work. Please contact me
if interested:
h.schraﬀenberger@ru.nl

How do we understand the "detaching" that happens

being "ready to hand" in seamless use, and present at

Nudges claim to respect agency in the literature but I think the line is too blurry"

6

Hiding the sign-out
option on social
media apps and
tying the sign-in of
two apps(Facebook
and Instragram)

SIG Website | Proposal PDF | Proposal HTML

agency is key
"Yes I think agency may be in play but is there really a diﬀerence in the literature?

There’s a diﬀerence in “forcing someone to do something” vs. “Forcing someone to

1

Negative emotions
(Fokkinga & Desmet,
2012) +
Uncomfortable
interactions
(Benford &
Greengalgh, 2012)

Welcome!

users’ agency is in the situation"

blister
pack

architecture

taking the
stairs
instead of
an escalator

Banking apps
forcing their own
keyboard and
disallow pasting
of account
numbers, etc.

"Isn’t the diﬀerence between nudge and a dark pattern also partly about what the

Situations where a "ceremonial"
language is forced/expected. So
from @Daniel-Irabien example,
legal language.
Thinking of diﬀerence between
"deep" and "surface" formaility
of language - more surface
formality where ceremonial
language is enforced/expected

supermarkets
designed so you
have to walk
through the
whole store to get
to essentials

Rather than thinking about
intent, can we think about
coupling/engagement and
decoupling/detatchment.
This avoids questions of
intent and may be
inferrable and related to
outcomes

V5xmrf5eJyRy_0IADbv3zCsw

Do they have to be
annoying?- they are
generally not in
some
disciplines/interactio
ns- ﬁlm, games too

Designing to stop
unintended actionsbefore closing an
app or before
performing ﬁnancial
transactions.

bank apps that
force re-login
when you switch
to a diﬀ app even
for a second.

What’s the goal of using frictions? Why do we need to introduce them into interactions? Should we? What contexts can we imagine frictions being more or less successful? Why? How do we
factor in people’s expectations for quick and easy interactions everywhere?
WHEN DO YOU WISH YOU HAD HAD A FRICTION IN AN INTERACTION?

Can we generate a single account of what a friction is and why it works? Psychological
accounts? Social accounts? Design? Does it make sense to try and do this or are there too
many domain-speciﬁc (applied and research) factors?

position paper, we argue there is not really a diﬀerence between dark pattern and

What are examples of frictions? Do these examples have anything in common? Any good
examples of things that could be a friction but perhaps aren’t? Why not?

Why are
you going
into this
app/tech?

I think the inﬁnite scroll
function on most sites has
removed some of the
natural breakpoints that
would occur from changing
pages. I wish inﬁnite scroll
would be removed to
create further friction.

